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ABSTRACT

We originally proposed and experimentally demonstrated the targeted-light delivery capability of so-called Wave-guided Optical Waveguides (WOWs) three years ago. As these WOWs are maneuvered in 3D space, it is important to maintain efficient light coupling through their integrated waveguide structures. In this work we demonstrate the use of real-time diffractive techniques to create focal spots that can dynamically track and couple to the WOWs during operation in a volume. This is done by using a phase-only spatial light modulator to encode the needed diffractive phase patterns to generate a plurality of dynamic coupling spots. In addition, we include our proprietary GPC Light Shaper before the diffractive setup to efficiently illuminate the rectangular shaped spatial light modulator by a Gaussian laser beam. The method is initially tested for a single WOW and we have experimentally demonstrated dynamic tracking and coupling for both lateral and axial displacements of the WOWs. The ability to switch from on-demand to continuous addressing with efficient illumination leverages our WOWs for potential applications in near-field stimulation and nonlinear optics at small scales.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Trapping and manipulation using light has progressed from a single tightly focused beam on a bead to orchestrated movements of multiple objects or even advanced multi-handled micro-tools1,2. Trapped objects are no longer restricted to a simple polystyrene bead but now extend to advanced and structured objects that can be readily fabricated using two-photon fabrication (2PP)3. Using 2PP fabrication allows full 3D flexibility in the design of desired structures so that a variety of forms and tasks can be carried out. An example is the optically-actuated surface scanning probe for investigating surface topography4. Instead of tightly focused traps, more softly focussed counter-propagating (CP) beams can also be used in multi-beam trapping. We have demonstrated this using polystyrene beads5 and also with fabricated extended objects that were used for demonstrating real-time optical microassembly6,7. The main advantage of using CP beams is the use of low-NA objective lenses to relay the trapping beams to the sample volume. The large working distance of low-NA objectives allows the possibility of adding side-view imaging of the sample as we have previously integrated on our proprietary Biophotonics Workstation (BWS)8. In our recent work, we have fabricated free-floating waveguides that can be real-time optically manipulated in a volume coined Wave-guided Optical Waveguides (WOWs)9. The WOWs can serve as structure-mediated tools for redirecting light10 and for accessing targeted light delivery in difficult geometries. To allow dynamic coupling of light through the WOWs, we have added a diffractive setup that can independently modulate the coupling beams on our BWS11. Here, further improvements have been integrated by adding object tracking routines that allow real-time coupling to the WOWs while they are real-time manipulated in a volume. This leverages the capabilities of the WOWs for potential applications in near-field photo-stimulation and nonlinear optics at small scales.
2. Wave-guided Optical Waveguides

Utilizing spherical handles the WOWs are conveniently trapped and manipulated by counter-propagating (CP) beams at a near-infrared wavelength. Lateral displacements of the WOWs are accomplished by simply dragging the CP-beams along the lateral direction while axial movements are performed by adjusting the intensity ratio of the respective CP-beams. As the WOWs are moved in 3D space, we require the coupling beams (green laser light) to real-time follow them for continuous addressing. The lateral displacements $\Delta x'$ and $\Delta y'$ of the WOWs can be readily obtained from the trapping interface since the CP-beams use an imaging geometry and thus only a simple scaling is needed for the hologram calculation. Since we have no direct access to the axial coordinate due to the nature of the trapping beams, we use an object tracking routine on the side-view imaging to automatically obtain the axial displacement coordinate shift $\Delta z'$. A fluorescence dye is added to the trapping medium to help in visualizing the coupling beams using the side-view imaging on the BWS. The procedure is summarized by the schematic diagram and setup in Fig. 1:

![Schematic Diagram](image)

Figure 1. Schematic of the real-time diffractive coupling of the optically manipulated WOWs. The coordinates of each trapped WOW are obtained automatically for the calculation of the needed SLM-based real-time holograms.

The required real-time holograms for the lateral and axial displacements of the coupling beams are calculated using the fast but approximate so-called “prisms (blazed gratings) and lenses” approach given below:

$$\phi_{\text{lateral}}(x, y) = \frac{2\pi}{\lambda f} \left( x\Delta x' + y\Delta y' \right)$$  \hspace{1cm} (1)
\[ \phi_{\text{axial}}(x, y) = -\frac{n\Delta z'}{\lambda f}(x^2 + y^2) \]  

(2)

where \( f \) is the focal length of the Fourier transforming lens. Occasionally, an offset is necessary to obtain convenient coordinates for both the trapping and the coupling beams. Thus the effective phase for a coupling beam is given by:

\[ \phi_{\text{eff}}(x, y) = \text{mod} (\phi_{\text{offset}} + \phi_{\text{lateral}} + \phi_{\text{axial}}, 2\pi) \]  

(3)

The diffractive addressing of a single WOW can be visualized as shown in Fig.2 below:

![Graphical demonstration of holographic addressing of a single WOW.](image)

Figure 2. Graphical demonstration of holographic addressing of a single WOW. The WOW is moved in 3D space using the counter-propagating beams holding the four spherical handles of each WOW. The holograms are used to modulate the coupling beams to dynamically follow the position of each WOW in real-time.

To obtain an increased light efficiency of the coupling beams, a first static beam shaping using the Generalized Phase Contrast (GPC) method\(^{12}\) is performed to match the rectangular shape of the used SLM by an incident Gaussian laser beam profile. A compact module containing the main components of GPC is added to the diffractive setup as shown in Fig. 3. We refer to this module as the so-called GPC Light Shaper (LS). The size of the phase mask and Phase Contrast Filter (PCF) is optimized according to the values in our previous literature\(^{13}\). The use of the GPC LS allows for an efficient photon management compared to the more common practice of amplitude masking\(^{13,14}\).

The GPC LS works by introducing a phase shift to the incident Gaussian beam using an input phase mask that has a phase shifting region corresponding to the shape of the SLM (Hamamatsu Photonics, 798 \( \times \) 600 pixels, 9.9 mm \( \times \) 7.5 mm active area). A lens takes the Fourier transform of the phase shifted field and transforms it to the plane of the PCF which creates a so-called synthetic reference wave from the low spatial frequencies. A second lens takes another Fourier
transform and the resulting pattern at the output is a contiguous intensity distribution corresponding one-to-one to the input phase mask. Unlike the common method of hard-truncation where photons are discarded, the GPC LS redirects photons to significantly enhance the photon-flux onto the SLM addressing surface where the coupling holograms are displayed.

![Figure 3: Schematic diagram of the real-time diffractive setup. The GPC LS is placed before the SLM to perform a static beam shaping to match the rectangular shape of the applied SLM. Unlike hard-truncation where a significant part of the photons are discarded, the GPC LS redirects the photons to where they are needed, on the SLM surface to obtain an enhanced read-out of the coupling holograms.](image)

3. RESULTS

We applied a random arrangement of 20 - 40 focal spots for testing the SLM-based diffractive coupling to the WOWs (cf. Fig. 4). Our measurements presented in Fig. 5 shows a ~3x gain when the GPC Light Shaper is used together with the diffractive setup compared with the usual hard-truncated Gaussian beam approach. The gain is calculated as the ratio of the average light spot intensity in the GPC-enhanced patterns to the average light spot intensity of the corresponding hard-truncated patterns. Qualitatively, the GPC-enhanced focal spots are brighter than their hard-truncated counterparts. As an example, the spots in a “40 spot-pattern” are still brighter compared to the spots in the hard-truncated case for a “20 spot-pattern”. This suggests that we can generate more intense focal spots that can be used for addressing a larger number of WOWs in addition to other advanced and simultaneous light excitations working in conjunction with these tools.

![Figure 4: Side-view microscope image showing the experimental visualization of the focused light coupling to a single free-standing and optically trapped WOW. Here the trapped WOW is brought to the focus of a static green](image)
laser beam for effective light coupling. Subsequently, the green coupling-light is diffractively generated from a phase-only SLM to enable dynamic addressing and full 3D targeted light delivery for each WOW while they are being 3D manipulated in a volume. Adapted from ref. [11]

Figure 5. Experimental results showing that GPC-enhanced focal spots can be obtained with a ~3x brighter intensity (red profiles) than their hard-truncated counterparts (blue profiles).

Real-time coupling has been tested for lateral and axial displacements of the WOWs, separately. Figs. 6 and 7 show snapshots from experiments performing real-time coupling during WOW-motion. Lateral displacement of a WOW is done by dragging the respective CP-traps on the BWS using a specially designed computer interface. The coordinate variables are then grabbed to calculate the required grating phase for the diffractive SLM-configuration. For axial addressing, as shown in Fig. 2b, the position of each WOW is obtained from a built-in object tracking routine implemented on LabVIEW. The obtained axial displacement is then used to calculate the required quadratic (lens) phase. The axial shifting of the coupling spots can be clearly observed from the fluorescence of the trapping medium. The use of our proprietary GPC Light Shaper prior to the SLM phase modulation produces significantly more intense coupling spots that are desirable for addressing a plurality of WOWs simultaneously. The GPC Light Shaper can be implemented...
using a fixed phase filter\textsuperscript{15}, using a more advanced self-induced\textsuperscript{16} approach or by implementing a self-aligned phase filter\textsuperscript{17} approach.

Figure 6. Dynamic experimental snapshots demonstrating real-time WOW-coupling along the axial direction.

Figure 7. Dynamic experimental snapshots demonstrating real-time WOW-coupling along the lateral direction.
4. CONCLUSIONS

This work experimentally demonstrate dynamic and reconfigurable coupling of green laser light to so-called Wave-guided Optical Waveguides (WOWs) by using an advanced real-time object tracking algorithm. The ability to switch between on-demand and continuous coupling offers a versatile approach for the WOWs for potential applications in near-field photo-stimulation and nonlinear optics at small scales. The addition of a proprietary GPC Light Shaper in the SLM-based diffractive setup allows efficient formation of high intensity light spot patterns that are desirable when addressing a plurality of real-time manipulated WOWs in a volume.
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